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Prostate cancer is now the most common nonskin cancer among men in the United States. In
2005 alone, 250,000 new cases were diagnosed, and that number is certain to rise with each
passing year. No one is more aware of this than David Ricketts, experienced cookbook author
and recent prostate cancer survivor.Shortly after surgery and radiation treatments, Ricketts
began to research food and lifestyle changes that might inhibit the likelihood of prostate cancer
as well as its progression. The result is this uniquely specific cookbook, which takes full
advantage of foods thought to fight prostate cancer while eliminating those believed to
contribute to the disease. Eat to Beat Prostate Cancer Cookbook features more than 200
delicious recipes for everything from snacks, sandwiches, and drinks to main-course dishes-all
foods that will appeal to the entire family. This tremendously useful book also benefits from the
author's firsthand experience, as he offers insight into what to expect regarding diagnosis and
treatment of prostate cancer, as well as practical advice for making the transition to healthier
cooking, smarter eating, and a longer life.

About the AuthorFrom 1987 to 2004, David Ricketts was the recipe and contributing food editor
to Family Circle magazine. The author or coauthor of a dozen cookbooks, Ricketts continues to
monitor his prostate cancer. He lives on Cape Cod.
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J. levy, “Helping treatment with nutrition and excellent recipes. The word "cancer" is possibly one
of the most fearful one can hear. Along with good medical treatment, it is so useful to do
something yourself to help. Good, tasty, nutritious meals are a very good start. This gem of a
cookbook is a must. I heartily recommend it. The recipes are not complicated. I am not a
"gourmet" cook. But they are easy and the ingredients can be found in most food stores and
health food stores. I wish more physicians were inclined to stress nutrition along with proper
medication, but this is something you can do yourself.  By all means, get this book!”

Mrs. Apple, “Just ordered number IV. I just completed my 4th order for Mr. Rickett's book, "Eat to
Beat etc." My experience with the recipes in thebook have been mainly positive. I ordered my
first copy in mid '08 and admit that it was a big factor in alife style change. When I give a copy
away I immediately order another. When giving the book, I recommend tothe recipient that they
read the first part of the book before starting to cook.If I could, I would like to personally thank Mr.
Rickett's for so many enjoyable meals. And, yes, I willorder copies # 5 and 6 if necessary!”

Rozanne M Steinhoff, “Timeliness. Much information on nutrition and prostate cancer and this
one was recommended to me. I want to be aware of the most recent findings. Like, tomatos are
night shade -- tomatos are very good fighting prostate cancer.)”

Lynn Simmons, “Eat to Beat Prostate Cancer CookBook. Valuable info but different approach to
certain foods than other books. Each book on this subject has different key points which makes
reading them worthwhile”

Dennis, “One more book that needed to read having the diagnosis .... One more book that
needed to read having the diagnosis and a member of the club no man wants to join.”

Eternal teenager, “Very informative. I bought this book as a desperate attempt to help my sisters
husband cope with prostate cancer, which wasn't diagnosed by his negligent GP. It does contain
a considerable amount of useful information on diet and life giving foods. I believe in the benefits
of certain foods as life enforcing. And lets face it, we need all the help we can get these days
with the vast amount of adulterated we consume.”

barbs, “Really helpful book. This book is full of easy recipes to help in the treatment of prostate
cancer. It's informative and useful. I needed to make the right food choices and this book gives
the tips and guidance I wanted.”

rachel, “Impressed. large book. Bought it to help my dad. Lots of easy recipes.”



J.L.Betts, “Really useful if you are a sufferer of this dangerous disease. Very clearly expressed
and put together. Really useful stuff to try if you are suffering from Prostate Cancer”

The book by Paul Stoller has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 47 people have provided feedback.
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